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A Dinkelsbuhl Parade.

<Prcparpd by the National Geographic
Society. Washington, D. C.)

(WNU Service.)

DINKELSBUHL, quaint Bava-

rian town, is donning holiday

attire. This summer it will

celebrate the three hundredth an-
niversary of the raising of the siege

of King Gustavus Adolphus’ Swed-
ish army, during the Thirty Years'

war.
Dinkelsbuhl is one of Bavaria's

medieval gems. Visitors to Bavaria,

however, have heeded the call of
its larger sister communities —Nu-
remberg, Itothenburg and Nordlin-
gen—but have passed Dinkelsbuhl
by. Approaching Dinkelsbuhl from
across the lovely valley through

which the tiny Wornitz carries its

waters to the rushing Danube, the
traveler beholds a living fairytale
town —a vision from the long gone
Middle ages. Crossing a bridge over
the broad, lily-padded moat which
was once the city's first line of de-
fense and entering through one of
tthe tower gates, it would occasion
little surprise to be challenged
brusquely by some ancient sentinel
in helmet and coat of mail. How-
ever, once within the town, the trav-
eler finds a fascinating picture of

serenity.
The urge for speed has not

reached Dinkelsbuhl; streets still
echo to the clatter and clump of
horses and oxen. People liveplacidly,
farming the fertile fields of the sur-
rounding valley or conducting the
same small enterprises which en-
gaged the attention of generations

of their forbears. There is no air
of dilapidation about the place.
Everything is Incredibly old but ex-
tremely well preserved. Tradition
is hallowed and kept alive here, and
changes that would alter the medie-
val characteristics of the city are
not tolerated. The council sees to
it that when repairs have to be
made on the houses they are carried

out in such a manner as to preserve
the original form, and no shrieking
signs may be displayed.

The main streets of the city radi-

ate toward the cardinal points from
a central plaza and are lined with
shops and with fine old patrician
houses. Tiine-inellowed buildings,

gabled and timbered, rest cozUy
against each other, while occasion-
ally an architectural giant rears its
steep-sided roof above the others,

proclaiming to all comers its sturdy
old age. Branching off from the
main thoroughfare are narrow,
winding lanes and side streets which
abound In treasures of medieval
artistry. Exquisite examples of
frame and stucco building. Intricate,
hand-forged iron rails and gratings,
and beautiful, secluded courts and
gardens await the explorer of these
enchanting byways.

Old Trades Survive.

Trades that are dying out In
other places still exist In Dinkels-
buhl. Coopers make barrels by
hand In the open air. Copper-
smiths hammer out pots and kettles,
baking tins, and other utensils, for
copper in the kitchen Is still held In
high esteem In the small cities and
in country districts, and one of the
few surviving pewter molders still
plies his trade here.

Everywhere, hanging over the
doorways, are wonderfully executed
wroucht-iron signs Indicative of the
activities carried on within. One
might infer that at some time in
Dinkelsbuhl’s history the guild of

smiths was a power within the
town. At any rate, the signs lend
to the streets over which they
swing a note of peculiar interest.
As in so many South German
towns, the houses are for the most
part gayly painted.

Overshadowing the market place,

as indeed it overshadows every-
thing else in the city, is the Church
Saint George, built during the lat-
ter part of the Fifteenth century,
when Dinkelsbuhl was at the
height of its influence. To the 5.000
inhabitants It represents something

more than a place of worship. It is
an expression of all the civic pride

and aspirations of the sturdy old
burghers who directed its erection.
And right well they succeeded, for
Saint George's is perhaps the finest
late Gothic church in southern Ger
many. The design and execution
of the structure were placed in the
able hand* of the master architect
Nikolaus Eseler von Alzey. At the

same time that he received this
commission the city fathers of

near-by Nordlingen engaged him to
build their cathedral. But Nord- J
lingers had just reason to complain
of their bargain, for they saw lit-
tle of the great artist. Ilis heart
was in the work at Dinkelsbuhl, and
there lie spent most of his time. !
Saint George’s was under construc-
tion for nearly half a century, and

when the time came to build the j
great tower planned for it, funds
were not available. The master’s
vision was never completely real- j
Ized, hut the stamp of his greatness
abides in the interior with its soar- i
Ing arched ceiling.

Dinkelsbuhl was founded long be-
fore the Normans conquered Eng-
land. More than a thousand years ;
ago a group of Franconian peasant

warriors had settled on an eleva- j
tlon In the Wornitz valley. There,
when not engaged in fighting for
their existence against raiding

Franks or Magyars, they raised
grain. About the year 928, at the
command of Emperor Heinrich the
First, walls were erected around
the tiny settlement, and there came
Into being a fortified city destined
to withstand the strifes and In-
trigues of a millennium and to play

an important role In the pageant of
history which those ten centuries
were to unfold.

Origin of City’s Name.

There is division of opinion as to !
the origin of the city's name. Some j
authorities claim the early Fran-
conian settlement was on a low ,

hill (buhel) belonging to a man
named Dinko or Tinko. Thus Dink- '

elsbuhl. Others assert that the j
chief crop of the locality gave the !

city Its name, and that It means
wheat (Dinkel) hill (Buhel). How-

ever the city came by Its name, it
prospered. The location was a fa- j
vored one, easy of defense, and on !
a much-frequented route from the
old Roman empire into Germany. !

From the beginning it belonged
to the imperial family, and its gov- j
ernment passed by gift or grant or
sale to various South German
nobles. The famous Frederick Bar- j
barossa Intended at one time to give
the city ns a wedding present to
his son Konrad, duke of Rothen-
burg, but his plans miscarried, and
nearly two centuries later, In 1351, j
Emperor Karl IV granted it as an
hereditary feudal tenure to the
prince of Oettingen. The same year
the citizens bought the nobleman's
rights from him in perpetuity and

Dinkelsbuhl began Its career as a
“free city.”

Many of the emperors of the Holy
Roman empire visited Dinkelsbuhl
and whenever one came there was
a ceremonious reception on the mar- j
ket square, at which the council
presented to the emperor and his
entourage the “customary” gifts.

What these amounted to is shown
by a record in the municipal
archives dealing with a visit of Em- j
peror Maximilian II on June 12, j
1570.

The Dinkelsbuhlers have been
known for centuries as “Die Blaus-
ieder,” “the blue cookers." A fa- ;
vorite method of serving carp,
trout, and certain other fish in Ger-
many Is “blue cooked”—that Is.
boiled in water to which a little vin-
egar has been added. The process
is called “blausieden,” and those
who do the “blue boiling" are
“Blausieder."

In the early middle ages the au-
thorities of Dinkelsbuhl succeeded
in catching a robber and murderer
who had been carrying on his grue- j
some occupation for a long time. A
special session of the council was
called on a hot summer afternoon
to decide what punishment to mete
out to him. One of the councilmen,
who was a trifle deaf, went to
sleep during the debate and
dreamed that his cook was about to
prepare a fine carp for him. When
the time came for him to vote on
the question before the council, a
felloW member poked him in the
ribs and asked:

“Hannes, what do you say we
shall do with our robber?”

Hannes, rudely awakened from
his dream, thought it was his cook
asking about the carp.

"Blausieden!” (Boil him blue), he
answered.

POULTRY
?Em

INFERIOR EGG NOT
SOUGHT BY BUYERS

rll"h Quality Production Is
Demanded.

(By H. H. ALP. Poultry Extension Spe-

cialist. Colleze of Aerirulture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.—WNU Service.)

Fertile eggs caused by keeping
roosters In the flocks during the
warm summer months have been
mainly responsible for bad egg
losses which in 1930 cost poultry-
men of the state an estimated $5,-
000,000. in addition to eliminating

roosters, If farm flock owners would
adopt a few practical and simple
practices, much of the poor quality
of Illinois eggs could he overcome
and market demands for eggs from
this state improved.

Eggs should be gathered twice
daily or, better still, three times
daily In hot weather. Frequent
gathering helps prevent damage by
heat or cold; it saves cracking and
breaking of eggs and it reduces the
proportion of dirty eggs.

Before being cased, eggs should
be cooled, because egg cases, pads

and fillers hold in any heat that al- 1
ready Is In the eggs. The cases of

j eggs should be held in a cool place,
a temperature of 32 to flO degrees
being best. On most farms the cel-
lar Is the best place available. It
Is satisfactory for short storage pe-
riods If It is free from strong odors
and not too damp.

Eggs will keep better and will be

easier to sell If they are kept clean.
! Changing the floor litter and nest-
ing material before It is too badly
soiled helps to keep eggs clean.
Dropping boards or, better still,
wire-covered dropping boards also
help. Crowded quarters are a com-
mon cause of dirty eggs. There
should he to 4 square feet of

I floor space for each hen. A short-

j age of nests also causes broken and
dirty eggs and may lead to the hab-

its of egg eating and of laying eggs
on the floor. There should be one
nest for each five hens.

Average Poultry Ration
in Both Grain and Mash

The usual amount of grain given
to 100 Leghorn pullets at this time
of the year is about 14 pounds per

day. About the same amount of
! mash will he consumed by them. !
For heavier breeds from one to two
more pounds of grain is fed per
hundred birds per day, and they

I will consume about as much mash
las grain. These amounts of feed
also hold good for 100 hens.

As to the amount of feed for 50
chicks: in a period of six weeks 50
chicks will consume a total of ap- j
proxiinately 100 pounds of feed,

; including both grain and mash. A
• daily feed schedule of 50 chicks for

| the first six weeks would be some-
i what as follows: Grain for the
first week. 10 ounces; second week.

:11 ounces; third week, 1 pound;
i fourth week, 1% pounds; fifth week,
jl\pounds; sixth week, 2 pounds.

For mash. 11 ounces the second
week; 1 pound the third week.

, I*4 pounds the fourth week. l*i
! pounds the fifth week. 2 pounds the
I sixth week.—Montreal Herald.

Kill Chicken Lice
Hens that are infested with body

: lice or feather mites cannot pro-
duce efficiently. One of the easy

; ways of ridding an infestation of
! these pests is to paint the roosts

‘ of the poultry house with nicotine-
sulphate (black leaf 40) Just he-:
fore the birds go to roost at night.

\ The heat of the hens will release

| the nicotine fumes and vermin on
the birds will he killed. Body lice

; can be killed with one treatment,

j but the feather mites and red mites

I that harbor around the roosts may
take two or three treatments. Ex-I

| amine a few of your birds. If they
; are lousy, kill the lice right now
with this simple treatment. —Prairie

j Farmer.

Leghorn Feed Requirements
One Leghorn hen eats approxi-

mately 75 pounds of grain and
mash in a year, about 40 pounds
of grain and 35 pounds of mash.

The heavier birds such as Rhode
Island Reds and Barred Plymouth
Rocks will eat about 10 pounds

i more than this. It is impossible
to give the exact number, as the
food requirements for different
flocks seem to vary. Even with the

j same stock the feed requirement

will vary according to climatic con
difcions and the rate of egg produc-
tion. —Idaho Farmer.

Feather Picking
The taste of blood upon freshly

plucked quills is probably whatj
keeps fowls picking at each other
after something has started them.
Letting them get away from each
other by turning the flock out of
doors is the most certain method
of stopping the practice. Tar may
be daubed upon any bleeding point
about the comb or head to discour-
age the attackers. Bleeding fol-
lows any injury that breaks the
skin, it may be from accident or
attacks. —Rural New Yorker.
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The Scale of Raises for Suit
Bids in One

TIIE rule that when in support-

ing partner's suit bid your hand I
contains two short suits you should I
count only one of them, the short-; I
er, and Ignore the second, prevents!
overvaluation.

A short suit takes on increasing
value If it has been previously bid

by your partner. A short suit also

has slightly more value with three
trumps If one of these is an ace or
a king.

But it must be particularly noted

that ruffing tricks are not increased

in value by the presence of more
than four trumps in the dummy
hand.

In raising your partner’s bid suit,

count the sum total of your playing
tricks in trumps, and in long and

short side suits with their honor-
values. Then subtract three tricks
(expected by partner) and give one

raise for each trick left over. That
is, with four assisting tricks, raise
once; with live assisting tricks, raise
twice, etc. In raising your partner's

bid, always show at once the full

value of your support, stopped only
at a game contract unless you have

reason to look for a slam.
An additional % trick (3*4 total)

Is sufficient for this first raise. Also

when the next player passes after

your partner's opening suit bid of

one. It is Imperative that you keep
the bidding open. So, with no good
alternative, you may raise the bid

on only the 3 expected assisting
tricks. But in this situation you
will usually have some take-oui

which offers a better alternative.

Taking Out Partner’s Suit
Bid of One

When unable to support your

partner’s major suit, or wishing to
take him out of a minor, look for a
biddable suit. Holding any biddable
suit, with a total of IV4 honor-tricks
In your hand, a regulation take-out
of one over one is practically com-
pulsory. When your take-out re-
quires a bid of two. your suit should
rarely be a four-carder. If the next
player passes after your partner's
original suit bid of one. If holding

H 4 honor-tricks, remember that you

must keep the bid open, whenever
possible, If not with a raise or a

suit take-out, then with a take-out
of one no trump.

A suit take-out of one over one!
may run as high as 2V* honor-tricks
so the original bidder, In his turn,

must always be on the alert to keep

such a take-out open unless every

hit of his strength has already been

declared.
Only when you hold three honor-

tricks may your take-outs be
"jumped;” otherwise you should
declare a bid Just sufficient to cover I
your partner’s opening.

When you hold the 3 or more hon-
or-tricks, which, in conjunction with j
the 2*4 shown by your partner’s
original bid, tell you that your part-

nership is in the game zone, you
must be sure that the bidding will

not be dropped until the promised
game is reached. In taking-out

with a no trump bid, you would
have to contract for the game im-
mediately as there is no forcing
take-out in no trumps. But with a
suit bid. you may he assured that
you will have another chance to de-
clare yourself If you take out with
a jump of one more than necessary.

It must be clearly understood that
while the forcing take-out always
indicates sufficient complementary
honor strength automatically to put
your partnership in the game zone,
it does not necessarily show a
dominating suit.

The message of a forcing take-out

reads something like this:
“Partner, this looks iike a game

hand. It may possibly be a slam.
You must keep the bidding open In
cne of the following ways: (Ist)
Giving me a raise if you have sup-

port for my suit, (2nd) Rebidding
your own suit if it is worth 4 tricks,
(3rd) Naming a second suit if you
have one, (4th) Covering my bid
with Just the required number of
no trumps if you have nothing ad-
ditional to show or (sth) Jumping
the no trump take-out if you have
more strength. Don’t worrk about
the outcome. I have another bid
in reserve. Or if we cannot get
together on a suit, our honor tricks
are sufficient to see us through a
game bid at no trumps."

(@, 1332. by Leila Hattersley.)
(WNU Service)

Great English Traveler
Sir Richard Burton was the first

Englishman to enter Mecca, the first

to explore Somaliland, and the first
to find the Great Lakes of Central
Africa. He was so skilled in the
lore of the desert that he could
travel almost anywhere among the
natives without detection. Os the
many books written by this famous
traveler, the most celebrated is his
translation of the “Arabian Nights.”
Vfter his death an unpublished man- ,

uscript translation of the “Scented t
Garden,” from the Arabic, was ,

burned by his widow on account of s
its pornographic content. The de- j
struction of this paper has been j
counted a great loss to literature. (
The devoted wife of Burton ar- (
ranged a unique tomb for him in j
the form of an Arab tent of stone .
and marble.

I

j ‘‘Now, is seems to me that being
! important must be rather burden-

some, and seeming to be important
is even more so. On him who is im-
portant many things are loaded that,
by rights, should be carried by oth-
er people, but with his peculiar tal-
ents I doubt that he finds oppressive
a load that would crush most of the
rest of us. Importance is his job in
the world, and he is built to endure
it. It is not likely that the burden
of imitation importance—that is, that
carried by the people who seem im-
portant—is nearly so heavy; added
to the workaday pack of him who
is Important it is probable that it
would hardly be noticed; but for
the carriers it is sometimes so great
that close observation shows that
now and then they stagger under It
for all their knack of maintaining
misleading appearances. Theirs is
a hard life, but they like it because
so many people think that they are
important.

“My sympathy goes out to those
who want to seem important, and

can’t. They strive so hard, and
achieve so little. Nor do they ask
much, for while they would undoubt-
edly like to be important, they would
be fairly well content if they could
just manage to seem important. Life
with them must be a succession of
disappointments, of trial and error,
with error predominating. It seems
to me that somebody whose oral flow
and command of expression were
equal to it should explain to them
that they do not know when they
are well off, for not being important
is one of the easiest —if not the eas-

IMPORTANCE OF |
BEING IMPORTANT

Matter of Moment, as You
Look at It

“The Importance of being impor-
tant is, it seems to me, too disturb-
ingly impressive to the people who
would like to be, or, at any rate,
seem to be. important," said Mr.
Cato Niuetails. “If course, there
are people who are undoubtedly im-
portant, but it is not so much the
result of their special efforts to be
important as of a combination of
circumstances and their individual
talents. That is to say, they are not
important merely because they want
to be important, but because of the

natural order of things. There are
other people who are not important,
but who seem to be important. I
don’t know whether this is merely
the result of chance or is brought
about by good management. Which
ever it is, it seems to require no
great effort by them, and they un-
doubtedly fool a great many people. >
Sometimes I suspect that they even I
fool themselves. There are still
others of high ambition—or perhaps
strong egotism—who not withstand- <
ing their vast expenditure of effort, '
thought and imagination, are unable 1
to make themselves seem important; ;
and their persistence is a trial to i
tbeir own nerves, and an irritation i
or, even worse, a bore to their ac- j i
quaintances.

Slapped by “Her Majesty”
At the age of eighty-six a scientist

and electrician won a fresh reputa-
tion by delivering one of the wittiest
and most entertaining after-dinner
speeches ever heard in the Savoy
hotel, London, writes Henri Pickard
in the Cincinnati Enquirer. This
pioneer octogenarian was Col. C. E.
Crompton, the Faraday medallist of
1922, who was accorded a compli-
mentary dinner by admirers, friends
and colleagues.

| In a voice that could easily be
heard throughout the large hall. Col-
onel Crompton acknowledged the
compliments paid him Dy telling
some amusing stories of his early
scientific days.

“I am about the only person who
has ever been slapped by such a
model of dignity as Queen Victoria,"
he declared. “That happened in ’Bl
or ’B2, when I introduced into Wind-
sor castle the type of lighting which

|
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g iest—of life’s assignments. He who
i- is important pays for it with hard
t work, however equal to the task he
i- may be; he who seems to be impor-

tant pays for it with worry, what-
- ever the degree of tranquility he
- may present to the world; he who
e fails in his efforts to seem important
e must find a bitter tang In all life’s
a savors; on the other hand, he who is
e willing to leave the Job of being Im-

a portant, or seeming important, to
t others is relieved of many of life’s
- most arduous requirements. His re-
-1 sponsibilitles are light and his obli-
a gations are lighter, for he does not,

t like the people who are important or
r who seem important, have to be all

t things to ail men. It is his privilege
t to get out of the hurly burly for a
t contemplative period now and then.
; and thank his lucky stars that he
s has no aspirations that interfere
; with a quiet and comfortable life.
:

“ ‘What things do you regard as
important nowadays?’ I asked Buck.

, “ ‘How would I know?’ he re-
i sponded.

“‘Why shouldn’t you know?’
“ ‘Only the historians of century

hence will be able to tell what was
important nowadays.’ ”—lndianapolis
News.

Old Custom Retained
The letters “L. S." on legal docu-

ments are the abbreviation of Latin
“locus signi Hi,” meaning place for
the seal. The Romans used to take
off their signet rings and imprint
their seals on all documents, and the
present legal practice is a survival
of that custom.

you see in this room today. Os
course, it is common now, but at that
time it was a novelty.

“Her majesty said she had never
seen anything like it before and

jpromptly slapped my face.
“But when other people admired

the light she was very fair about it.
When someone wanted to Introduce
me later Queen Victoria waved him
aside with the remark: ‘This young
man had the cheek to have his own
way, and his own way happened to

i be right.’ ”
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